DUBAI RTA ENTERPRISE
COMMAND & CONTROL CENTER EC3

Roomdimensions supplies technical furniture
to the Roads and Transport Authority (RTA)
Control Center in Dubai, also known as EC3.
This magnificent building was constructed by
Dubai’s Roads & Transport Authority (RTA) to
house the Enterprise Command & Control
Centre (EC3) offices.
The superstructure, which is also known by its
shorter name the EC3, consists of a ground
floor and five storeys with a total floor area of
10,900 sq m. Inside this gigantic nerve-centre is
the biggest and most sophisticated control
center of its kind worldwide, in terms of
utilising smart technologies with the ability to
control & integrate various RTA transit modes.
Roomdimensions has supplied the 2 meeting
consoles for the Golden and Silver Crisis
Rooms, the 7 operator V-Concept consoles and
all the CXO chairs (30u).
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FEATURES OF THE (2) MEETING DESKS
Ergonomic chairs mod. CXO for 24x7
environments. Golden room: Full leather black,
Silver room: Full leather grey.
Induction charger Cellphone charger under the
desk for each operator marked on the
tableboard with a small battery icon.
Internal board Center of the oval shape is
closed with a board covered in 4mm thick glass
with a customized color vynil.
Work surfaces Made of compact phenolic
resin, 18mm. thick.
Led light A led strip under the console and
under the board on the inside of the table with
decorative purpose. RGB lighting with color
regulation.
Structure Triangular section, uninterrupted all
along the desk. Made of high quality steel sheet
that alloes cabling conduction through its

Opening of the RTA Dubai’s
Enterprise Command & Control
Centre. The centre is the biggest
and most sophisticated of its
kind worldwide.
interior. More space for equipment in the
center of the table.
External covers Made of compact phenolic
resin, 4mm thick. Removable by means of 6
screws to access to the desk structure.
Dinamic3 reverse Built entirely of aluminum
and black edged anti-glare glass. The screen
rises and leans, and it has an additional 180º
rotation movement, and retracs inside the work
surface in two different positions, with the
monitor oriented up or down. The screen’s
lifting system automatically activates the elevation
of the keyboard and mouse tray.
Phone charger Induction charger under the
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table board. The device is inside the table structure, not on the
legs of the operator, so all the cabling can be managed inside
the desk.
Managing and accessibility All the structure is comunicated so
the cabling can go through all the workposts uninterrupted. The
struxture is accessible through the covers located on the front
part of the desk.
FEATURES OF THE V-CONCEPT CONSOLE
Table board connectivity Accessible by means of the hinged
cover located in the table board.
Simple monitor support Made of aluminum profile, allows a
dynamic adjustment at all levels. The console allows placing the
monitors along the workpost to add or modify its position.
Back panel Fixed phenol back panel helps hide the cabling from
monitors or table board.
Structure covers Phenol board covers around console structure
can be customized.
Ventilation area Ventilation grid located in the top zone of the
console structure.
Rear doors to access the inside of the compartment. Hinged
12mm phenol boards.
Cabling management Cabling can enter to the console
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Sheikhs Mohammed
bin Rashid & Hamdan
bin Mohammed
giving a presentation
on the RTA Dubai
with the meeting
consoles supplied
by RDI.
structure all along its dimensions and be driven
to 3 diferent paths in diferent heights.
Tray zone Tray to locate electronic equipment
inside the console structure can actually drive
cabling from one point to another.
Hidden induction phone charger Easy &
comfortable wireless system.

The Nightingale Chairs CXO model
has been specially chosen for the
project. 24x7 comfort is essential for
the operator.
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Decorative lighting
Ground support Double thickness ground
support from the structure with a large
diameter zamak leveller on the top and bottom
edges.

